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We report in this paper the temperature evolution of the magnetic structure of GdMn2O5, in
the range 2 K to 40 K, studied by neutron diffraction on an isotope enriched powder. We detail
a thorough analysis of the the microscopic mechanisms needed to release the different magnetic
frustrations that are at the origin of the polarization. In addition to the usual exchange-striction
term, known to be at the origin of the polarization in this family, an additional exchange-striction
effect between the Gd3+ and Mn3+ spins is found to be responsible for the very large polarization
in the Gd compound.

Multiferroic materials, stabilizing at least two differ-
ent but simultaneous orders, generally magnetism and
ferroelectricity, are potentially useful materials for appli-
cations, owing to their versatility and multi-functionality
[1]. For the technological development of magneto-
electric multiferroics, the optimization of performances
such as the coupling between magnetic and ferroelectric
orders is required. This optimization is, however, chal-
lenging, since most of the current magneto-electric mul-
tiferroic materials present either a weak electric polariza-
tion or a weak magneto-electric coupling.

Recently, a sizable magneto-electric effect has been
measured in several members of the RMn2O5 (R= rare
earth) manganites [2]. GdMn2O5, for instance, presents
an electric polarization of ∼3600µC/m2 [3–5], a value
nearly able to compete with the so-called Bi mangan-
ite multiferroics [6]. In addition, its unusually strong
electric polarization is also highly sensitive to applied
magnetic fields [3]. The challenge is to understand the
microscopic origin of this spin induced ferroelectricity,
and to pinpoint the specificity of Gd among other rare-
earths. In most of the spin induced multiferroics, the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction between non colinear
spins has been proposed as the microscopic mechanism
of the magnetic ferroelectricity. However in the case of
the RMn2O5 family, the observation of a perfectly co-
linear spin arrangement along the c axis in SmMn2O5,
has recently definitively ascribed the ferroelectricity to
an Mn-Mn exchange-striction model [7]. Gd-Mn sym-
metric exchange striction, in addition to the Mn-Mn
exchange striction mechanism, have recently been sug-
gested in order to explain the large polarization mea-
sured in GdMn2O5 [3] but without any proposed micro-
scopic mechanism. Moreover, the determination of the
GdMn2O5 magnetic structure was done using resonant

X-ray magnetic scattering which provides no information
on the moments’ absolute value or their relative phases.
For a more accurate understanding of the origin of the

unusually large polarization of GdMn2O5 a precise mag-
netic structure determination is required, ideally from
neutron scattering experiments. Owing to the extremely
high neutron absorption of the Gd nucleus, such an ex-
periment had never been attempted to date. We present
in this paper the first powder neutron diffraction exper-
iment performed on an isotope (160Gd) enriched com-
pound. From this measurement we deduce the magnetic
structure as a function of the temperature. Furthermore,
by a detailed analysis of the exchange terms, we show ev-
idence of the microscopic mechanism responsible for the
strong electric polarisation in the Gd member.
The RMn2O5 compounds crystallize in the Pm space

group [8]. Nevertheless, owing to the small distortions
away from the average Pbam structure, the latter will
be used in the magnetic refinements which will follow.
Along the c direction, the RMn2O5 structure is composed
of chains of Mn4+O6 octahedra, separated by layers of
R3+ or Mn3+ ions. In the (a, b) plane, zig-zag chains of
Mn4+O6 octahedra and Mn3+O4 pyramids run along the
a axis, and are stacked along the b axis (see Figure 1).
Along c, there are two relevant Mn4+−Mn4+ exchange

interactions, J1 (through the R3+ layers) and J2 (through
the Mn3+ layers) [9]. While J2 is intrinsically antiferro-
magnetic, it is strongly frustrated by the Mn4+ −Mn3+

interactions. This always results in a ferromagnetic or-
dering of the Mn4+ ions. The case of the J1 interaction
is more complex and leads to the various incommensu-
rate magnetic orders observed in the RMn2O5 members
when R is varied. The magnetic frustration inherent to
this structure comes mostly from the exchange interac-
tions in the (a, b) plane. There are three non equivalent
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Perspective view of the RMn2O5
crystal structure and relevant magnetic exchanges. The
Mn4+ (green) ions are in an octahedral coordination
shell and the Mn3+ (cyan) ions are in a square-based
pyramidal coordination shell. Exchange terms Ji are

detailed in the text.

magnetic super-exchange paths, J3 and J4 between Mn4+

and Mn3+ spins, and J5 between two Mn3+ spins (Fig-
ure 1). The main contribution to these exchanges is the
antiferromagnetic (AF) Mn-Mn super-exchange interac-
tion through a shared oxygen. J4 and J5 are expected
to be the dominant integrals [10], while J3 is frustrated.
The influence of the rare earth is generally neglected in
the exchange Hamiltonian, owing to the strong spatial
localization of their orbitals. However at low tempera-
ture and in the particular case of Gd3+ with its giant
spin (4f7 electronic configuration), the super-exchange
interaction between Gd3+ −Mn3+ spins through a com-
mon oxygen (labeled J6 in the following and on Figure 1)
can become relevant as first proposed in reference [11].
The fingerprint of the importance of this J6 interaction
has recently been identified using inelastic neutron scat-
tering in DyMn2O5 [12]. Notice that another exchange
interaction between Mn4+ and R3+ has been introduced
by Zhao et al [13] but is expected to be smaller than the
one involving Mn3+, and can be shown to be irrelevant
for the onset of the polarization.

Previous heat capacity measurements performed on
GdMn2O5 have evidenced a succession of three phase
transitions, at T1 ' 38 K, T2 ' 32 K and T3 ' 5 K [14].
The low temperature transition is not accurately defined
because of the width of the heat capacity peak, which
spreads from 10 K to 2 K. Concomitantly with the T2
transition, a sharp peak is observed in the real part of
the dielectric constant, with a shoulder already present
at T1 [5]. Below a temperature close to T3, another peak
is observed in the dielectric constant measurement [15].
Furthermore, polarization measurements show that be-
tween T1 and T2, the b component of the polarization

is minute and starts to really develop only below T2. It
slightly increases below 10 K but does not saturate down
to 2 K.
The measurements presented in this paper were per-

formed on a high purity and high quality powder, whose
synthesis was carried out following the process described
in reference [16], starting from a 160Gd enriched Gd2O3
oxide.
Neutron powder diffraction experiments were carried

out on a 1g powder sample, on the G4.1 diffractometer
(Orphée-LLB, CEA-Saclay, France). The neutron wave-
length was 2.426 Å. Measurements were performed by
heating up the sample from 2 K to 40 K, with a step of 4
K above 4 K. Rietveld refinements of the crystal and mag-
netic structures were performed with the FULLPROF
program [17], and symmetry analysis was performed us-
ing tools from the Bilbao crystallographic server (see ref-
erence [18] and references within).
The temperature evolution of the diffractograms is

shown on Figure 2. The results evidence three magnetic
transitions at T1 = 40 K, T2 = 32 K and Ta = 12 K. T1
and T2 coincide with the presence of the anomalies in
the heat capacity and dielectric constant measurements,
while at Ta, an anomaly in the temperature dependence
of the electric polarization has been detected by various
authors [3, 19, 20].
The propagation wave vector between T1 and T2 is of

the type qICM=(0.5-δ1, 0, 0.2-δ2), compatible with the re-
ported (0.49, 0, 0.18) [3]. Only two very weak and broad
magnetic Bragg peaks can be seen on the 36K diffraction
pattern (see bottom panel of Figure 2), thus preventing
any accurate description of the magnetic ordering in this
temperature range. Below T2, in contrast, several new
magnetic Bragg reflections appear (Figure 2). These re-
flections can be indexed with a commensurate magnetic
propagation vector qCM=(0.5, 0, 0). The magnetic in-
tensity at low temperature is much stronger than gener-
ally observed in the other compounds of the series, indi-
cating a strong magnetic contribution of the Gd3+ spins.
As the symmetry breaking from the Pbam to Pm space

groups remains weak in the RMn2O5 family, the sym-
metry analysis was performed starting from the Pbam1
paramagnetic group. There are four possible maximal
subgroups compatible with a qCM magnetic ordering. As
reported [3], only P aca21 (or P ab21a in the parent cell
setting) provides a satisfactory refinement of the diffrac-
tion data. Note that it is also the only allowing a collinear
arrangement of the Gd and Mn species spins, and a non-
zero polarization tensor along b. In this magnetic space
group, because of the loss of inversion symmetry, there
are two pairs of Gd ((Gd1, Gd2) and (Gd3, Gd4), Fig.1
), which are independent. Within each pair, Gd spins are
related by a 21 or a 2′1 rotation. There are two distinct
Mn3+ pairs as well. In order to reduce the number of free
parameters in the refinement, the magnitude of the mo-
ments for same species ions were initially set to be equal.
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FIG. 2: (color online) Temperature evolution of the
powder neutron diffraction patterns of GdMn2O5

between 40 and 2 K. The bottom panel is a zoom on
the main magnetic Bragg peak profile in the same
temperature range. Stars correspond to the two

magnetic peaks identified at 36 K in the
incommensurate magnetic phase.

Releasing the constraint on the Gd3+ moments ampli-
tudes however leads to a substantial improvement of the
refinement. The best Rietveld profile at 1.5 K is shown
on Figure 3, and the corresponding magnetic order on
Figure 4.

The results of the refinement show that at 1.5 K, all
the moments lie in the (a, b) plane, with a systematically
larger component along a than along b (see also Table I).
The usual feature of TbMn2O5, that is, the antiferromag-
netic ordering (due to J5) between edge-sharing Mn3+

tetrahedra pairs (blue ellipse on Figure 4), is also found
in GdMn2O5. The antiparallel arrangement of specific
Gd/Mn3+ pairs (orange ellipse on Figure 4) is also strik-
ing, as it is not an imposed constraint. Mn4+ spins lie
within the equatorial plane of their octahedral environ-
ment. The Gd moments are nearly fully ordered, between
5.5 µB for the (Gd1, Gd2) pair and 6.4 µB for the (Gd3,
Gd4) pair, at 1.5 K. Mn3+ and Mn4+ moment values
are comparable to those published for other members of
the RMn2O5 series, with 3.3 and 2.6µB , respectively, at

FIG. 3: (color online) Rietveld refinement of the
neutron diffraction data of GdMn2O5 at 1.5 K. The
experimental data are in red, the calculated profile in
black, and their difference in blue. Green ticks indicate

Bragg peaks positions.

FIG. 4: (color online) Magnetic structure of GdMn2O5
at 1.5 K. The blue (orange) ellipses show the

Mn3+/Mn3+ (Gd3+/Mn3+) AF pairs. Stars identify the
Gd/Mn3+ pair proposed by Lee et al. in their model [3].

1.5 K. Note that the magnetic ordering proposed by Lee
et al. [3] is almost in perfect agreement with the one
determined here from neutron diffraction. The main dif-
ference is in the Gd/Mn antiparallel pairs, which couple
in the X-ray model the closest Mn-Gd atoms (outlined
by stars on Figure 4). Another minor difference lies in
the estimation of the ordered moment, which is in this
study slightly higher for Gd and lower for Mn spins, as
Lee et al. had to assume that Mn spins were saturated
at their spin-only expected value, which is not quite the
case, according to our results.
It is possible, with increasing temperature, to use the
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TABLE I: (color online) Magnetic structure parameters
of GdMn2O5 at 1.5 K in the Pab21a cell (i.e., doubled

along a).

x/a y/b z/c Mx My Mtot(µB)
Mn3+ 0.199 0.348 0.5 -3.3(1) -0.4(1) 3.3(1)
Mn4+ 0 0.5 0.252 2.2(1) -1.4(1) 2.6(1)
Gd1 0.07 0.169 0 5.4(1) 0.9(1) 5.5(1)
Gd3 0.923 0.831 0 -6.3(1) -1.3(1) 6.4(1)

FIG. 5: (color online) Rietveld refinement and
corresponding magnetic structure of GdMn2O5 at 16 K.

same model to refine the diffraction data. However,
above 12 K, the disappearance of two reflections, namely
(100) and (300), allows one to propose a model of the
magnetic structure where all spins are aligned along a,
without deteriorating the refinement (see Figure 5). Al-
tough this is not a definite proof that the magnetic struc-
ture is actually collinear, it would explain the anomaly
seen around 12K, as the temperature at which spins de-
part from collinearity. The evolution of the ordered mo-
ment with temperature is shown on Figure 6, and does
not depend (within the error bars) on the model chosen
to refine the data. Two interesting conclusions can be
made from this evolution : first, that Gd moments order

FIG. 6: (color online) Temperature evolution of the
magnetic moments on the Mn4+, Mn3+ and Gd3+ sites
in GdMn2O5 (from Rietveld refinements of neutron

diffraction data, assuming a collinear magnetic
structure above 16 K).

as early as 32 K, as was already intuited by several au-
thors [3], and second, from the shape of the Gd moment
vs. T curve, that Gd moments do order in the effective
magnetic field created by the Mn spins ordering. We
applied the molecular-field model in order to calculate
these thermal variations. The temperature dependence
of the Mn mean moments is determined by the usual self-
consistent mean-field calculation [21], giving a coupling
λ0=10.6±0.6Tµ−1

B . A similar fit for the mean moments
of the two Gd in the molecular field of the mean Mn
moments gives a coupling value of λ1=2.4±0.1Tµ−1

B (see
Fig. 7). The coupling between Gd and Mn is then 4 times
smaller than that of the coupling between Mn and Mn.
The main contributions to Mn-Mn coupling come from
J4 and J5 (≈2.9meV and 3.5meV in TbMn2O5 [10]) since
J1 and J2 are an order of magnitude smaller (≈ 0.4meV
in TbMn2O5 [10]) and J3 fully compensated within the
Pbam mean space group and thus not contributing. We
can then expect the coupling between Mn and Gd (re-
lated to an effective J6) to be one fourth of J4 and J5,
and thus around 0.7meV.
At this point let us redo the magnetic symmetry analy-

sis from a quantum mechanical point of view. One should
first remember that in quantum mechanics the symme-
try of a system is not related to the space-time operators
leaving its ground-state (or its magnetic part) invariant
(as assumed in magnetic diffraction), but that the mag-
netic space-group is the set of space-time symmetry op-
erators leaving the hamiltonian of the system invariant.
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (fixed, classical
nuclei), it means the set of operators leaving the elec-
trostatic potential generated by the nuclei and the spin-
orbit operators invariant. Group theory then tells us that
the ground-state wave-function, Ψ, and thus its magnetic
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FIG. 7: Temperature dependence of mean Mn (black
circles) and Gd (red squares) moments. Lines

correspond to the self-consistent mean-field calculation
fit for Mn and Gd in the molecular field of the mean

Mn moments.

part, must belong to one of the irreduccible corepresen-
tations, Γn, of the magnetic group G, but not necessarily
to the totally symmetric Γ1 one. In other words one must
have : ∀ĝ ∈ G, ĝΨ = λgΨ with λg ∈ C, but not necessar-
ily ∀ĝ ∈ G, λg = 1 characteristic of the Γ1 irreduccible
representation. Diffraction data tells us that the crystal-
lographic group for the RMn2O5 familly is Pm [8]. It
is easy to show that the magnetic group is G: Pm′ (see
supplementary material). At the X point (1/2 0 0) of
the Brillouin zone, the Pm′ group has two irreducible
corepresentations, X1 and X2. According to group the-
ory, states belonging to X1 are symmetric with respect
to m′, while states belonging to X2 are asymmetric. Ap-
plied to the magnetic moments of the Mn and Gd ions it
means that

within X1: each of the Gd3+, Mn3+ and Mn4+ within
the unit cell are independant, the Gd3+ and Mn3+

moments must be in the (a, b) plane, while there
are no conditions on the orientation of the Mn4+

moments ;

within X2: each of the Gd3+, Mn3+ and Mn4+ within
the unit cell are independant, the Gd3+ and Mn3+

moments must be along c, while there are no con-
ditions on the orientation of the Mn4+ moments.

One sees immediately that the magnetic structure found
for the GdMn2O5 compound thus belongs to the X1 ir-
reduccible representation of the magnetic Pm′ group.

In the framework of the exchange-striction mechanism
(ES), we can precisely describe the mechanism at the ori-
gin of the electric polarization created by the magnetic
order in GdMn2O5 and more generally in the RMn2O5
compounds. Let us recall that the magnetic frustration
within the Mn pentagons is directly related to the J3
magnetic exchanges (Figure 1). Indeed, in the Pbam

FIG. 8: (color online) Super-exchange paths for the J3
magnetic exchange (see Fig. 1) in the (a,b) and (b,c)

planes. With this angle convention,
J3 ' Jππ cosβ + Jππ cosα

.

FIG. 9: (color online) Atomic displacements associated
with the release the magnetic frustration at the origin
of the polarization. On the left half of the unit cell,
displacements represented by green arrows are due to
the Exchange-Striction mechanism involving J3 (Fig.

8). On the right half, gold arrows stand for
displacements due to the additional Exchange-Striction

mechanism involving J6. Gold ellipses englobe the
Gd-Mn3+ coupled by J6 via O1. The global

displacement is along +~b direction for Mn ions and
along (-~b) for O resulting in a polarization along b.

non-polar group, J3 does not contribute to the magnetic
energy as its two contributions cancel out: in each unit
cell one is located between atoms with a FM ordering,
while the other is between atoms with an AFM ordering
(see Figures 4 or 5). It is thus the symmetry breaking
from Pbam to Pm which allows the two J3 interactions
to be inequivalent, that is responsible for the observed
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polarization. Indeed, to release the magnetic frustra-
tion, one needs atomic displacements increasing the J3
super-exchange term between antiferromagnetically or-
dered moments, and decreasing it between ferromagnet-
ically ordered ones [7]. Following the analysis of refer-
ence [10], the main way to modify J3 is to change the
angles α and β in order to maximize the Mn3+(t2g)-
O4(2p)-Mn4+(t2g) orbitals’ overlap (see Figure 8). In-
creasing the AFM character of J3 thus means decreasing
α and β towards 0. As a consequence, the Mn3+ ions
will shift alternatively along the ±a direction, the Mn4+

along the±a+εb, while the O4 oxygen bridging the Mn3+

and Mn4+ ions will move alternatively along a ±a − ηb
direction (see Figure 9). Within the entire unit cell these
shifts result in a global relative displacement of the neg-
ative charges along −b and of the positive ones along the
+b direction, i.e. in a macroscopic electric polarization
along b and a symmetry breaking of the inversion center.
To further understand the unusually high value of the

polarization in the specific case of GdMn2O5, let us
now analyze on the Gd–Mn interactions. One should
first remember that the Gd3+ ion is in a 4f7, S =
7/2, L = 0 configuration. As a result, in a first approx-
imation (spherical, atomic), the spin-orbit interaction
on the Gd3+ ground-state and thus the Gd3+ magnetic
anisotropy are nill. Another consequence is a distance-
only dependence of some of the factors involved in J6.
Using the quasi-degenerate perturbation theory [22] on
an effective Hubbard model based on the 4f orbitals of
the Gd, the 3d orbitals of the Mn and the 2p orbitals of
the bridging oxygens, one can write the Gd–Mn super-
exchange terms from the fourth order in the usual way
(see for instance 23, 24 and related references)

J6 ' −
∑

2p

∑
i

(tf,p)2 (tp,di )2
(

2
(∆Ef )2Uf

+ 2
(∆Ed)2Ud

)
(1)

where tf,p is the transfer integral between the set of 4f
orbitals of the Gd ion and the 2p orbitals of the bridging
oxygen, tp,di

is the transfer integral between the occu-
pied 3di orbital of the Mn ion and the bridging oxygen
2p orbital, ∆Ef is the ligand-to-Gd charge transfer en-
ergy and ∆Ed the ligand-to-Mn charge transfer energy,
finally Uf and Ud are the repulsion integrals of a double
occupation in the Gd 4f and Mn 3d shells respectively.
Due to the 4f7 configuration of the Gd3+ ion, the Gd-O
factors in J6 only depend on the Gd-O distance. As a
result the strongest J6 interactions should be the ones
bridged by the oxygen closest to the Gd. At low temper-
ature this is the O1 (Fig.9) oxygen, which also mediates
the strongest Mn–Mn interaction J5. In fact, as can be
seen on Fig. 4 and 9, O1 mediates the interaction between
the Mn3+ dimer and two Gd ions, namely Gd2 and Gd3
(see Fig. 9), resulting in a strong magnetic frustration.
Let us investigate, within the framework of an Heisen-
berg Hamiltonian in mean-field approximation, whether
exchange-striction can induce additional atomic displace-
ments that release this frustration. One can model the

local magnetic energy as

E = J6,2a〈~SGd2〉 · 〈~SMn3+
a
〉+ J6,2b〈~SGd2〉 · 〈~SMn3+

b
〉

+J6,3a〈~SGd3〉 · 〈~SMn3+
a
〉+ J6,3b〈~SGd3〉 · 〈~SMn3+

b
〉

In a Pbam structural group, one would have :

J = J6,2a = J6,3a = J6,2b = J6,3b

~s = 〈~SMn3+
a
〉 = −〈~SMn3+

b
〉

~S = −〈~SGd2〉 = 〈~SGd3〉

with J6,ia the exchange term between Gdi and Mna (see
Fig. 9), resulting in E = 0. In a subgroup compatible
with the disproportionation of all the Gd moments as
observed in the 1.5K magnetic structure one has

~S2 = 〈~SGd2〉 6= ~S3 = −〈~SGd3〉 and S2 < S3

and thus E = J
[
~S2 · (~s− ~s) + ~S3 · (~s− ~s)

]
= 0. In order

to release the magnetic frustration and lower E one there-
fore needs further action, as for instance atomic displace-
ments. Indeed, a movement increasing the amplitude of
the J6 interaction coupling the largest AFM Gd3-Mnb
interaction (as S(Gd3) > S(Gd1)) should lower the mag-
netic energy, as can be seen in the following equations

Ja = J6,2a = J6,3a 6= Jb = J6,2b = J6,3b and |Ja| < |Jb|
~S2 = 〈~SGd2〉 6= ~S3 = −〈~SGd3〉 and S2 < S3

that yield

E = (Ja − Jb) (~S3 − ~S2) · ~s < 0

As can be seen from Eq. 1, such atomic displacements
must increase the (tp,di

)2 factors and thus the overlap
between the oxygen 2p orbitals and the Mn3+

b 3d ones.
Indeed, as the Mn-Gd magnetic exchanges are mediated
by the oxygens (see eq. 1), a displacement of the Gd
ions will result in an equal modification of J6,2b and J6,3b
(similarly J6,2a and J6,3a) and thus will not lift the frus-
tration. It means that one must shorten the O1-Mn3+

b
bond and lengthen the O1-Mn3+

a bond, as pictured on
the right part of Fig. 9. These displacements do not in-
terfere with the original exchange-striction, issued from
the release of the J3 frustration. They result in a further
increase of the polarization along b, responsible for the
very large value of the GdMn2O5 polarization among the
RMn2O5 family.

The possibility of an additional mechanism has been
previously proposed, but neither experimentally demon-
strated nor explicited until now [3, 19].

At 12K the structural data exhibit a cross over be-
tween the Gd–O1 and Gd–O2 distances, the Gd–O2 be-
coming the shortest. In contrast to the O1 oxygen the O2
ions do not mediate any magnetic frustration and thus
at T > 12K, the frustration weakens and thus the extra
polar displacements.
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In conclusion, we report the first powder neu-
tron diffraction on an isotope enriched compound of
GdMn2O5. The refined magnetic structure in the com-
mensurate and ferroelectric phase shows a comparable
magnetic structure to most of the others members of
the RMn2O5 series: spins in the (a, b) plane. In the
context of the Exchange Striction mechanism, we show
in this paper that not only the release of the frustra-
tion related to the Mn3+–Mn4+ J3 interaction is at play,
but an additional exchange-striction effect, releasing the
J6 frustration between the huge and isotropic Gd3+ mo-
ments and the Mn3+ spins, is responsible for a large ex-
tra term in the polarization. These findings suggest that
the isotropic character and thus the spin-orbit coupling
may play a crucial role in the polarization amplitude yet
to be confirmed. As a conclusion, one may forsee that
the complete and accurate understanding of the role of
the rare earth in the multiferroic properties of this series
of compounds paves the way to exploratory research on
spin-induced multiferroic materials where the choice of
rare earth will be a tool to improve the performances.
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